


Overview
Inform, Educate, Alert, Data Imaging
"An interactive interface to facilitate reasoning."

The proposed MDC365 application is a web-based multi-platform environment that captures CDC health 
and welfare data. The system enables effective comprehension of complex data. The system will create 
an actionable outcome based environment that will allow stakeholders to Inform, Educate and Alert one 
and other. Through multiple data visualization devices MDC365 will create an environment which allows 
for interaction with easily digestible complex data by multiple user types. Providing added insight, the user 
will have the ability to layer data provided by the CDC with various external sources in an intuitive way to 
build stories and histories and create personal meaning for the user. A core intent of the systems 
interactions, Knowledge transactions, are to free currently available data and information, to provide a 
base of knowledge for public good.

Opportunity
Its easier to amass data than it is to find meaning in it!
CDC is atop a growing repository of real and near realtime raw data, focusing on disease control to public 
health and welfare.  BAH recognizes the potential represented by this information, and proposes assisting 
the CDC in leveraging this data into easily digestible insights to produce real, timely and sustainable 
intelligence for CDC and its many stakeholders. 
In it's current form, the value of the data may not be immediately obvious to users for the following 
reasons:

• Existing data is too abstract.
• Existing data is fragmented.
• Existing data is not interactive.
• Existing data is not accessible.
• Existing data is not visual.

This data is not being used to drive reasoning or awareness to a high level of the 
CDC Stakeholder community.

Target Audiences
Once it’s collected, sharing intelligence is a big challenge. 
There is a socializing/engagement aspect to this all.  Helping the client build a collaborative culture is a 
core component to the success of this application. We can help users ask the right questions, and take 
time to find the answers. It's an iterative process; Answering one question may raise others. Visualizing 
data, life cycles, and correlations across space and time, using intuitive functions and engagements. We 
will combine disparate data sets into new contexts to build histories. 

The value we hope to deliver to all audience members is:
• Monitoring and alerts.
• Drive new insights and discoveries.  
• Promote knowledge sharing.
• Encourage experimentation.



The MDC365 data visualization application will focus on four specific core user types. These user types 
will include in order respectively.

1. General Public
2. Physicians and Clinicians
3. Educators and Researches
4. Policy Makers

BAH will focus on the General public user initially to create the core environment. This platform will then 
be extended to the rest of the target audience members. Further functionality and engagements will be 
built onto the base platform.

General Public User
This user type will engage with the following core functions:

• Registration and profile management
• View data visualizations (primarily via a map based metaphor and informative dashboard)
• Opt-in to General alerts
• Create custom alerts
• Submit GIS located symptom submissions
• Search by symptom location or health issue
• User will have the ability to review results overtime to see progression
• Review location based third party news reports relative to their current line of investigation
• Access to Symptoms, Treatments, Preventions relative to their current line of investigation
• Create parent groups/community groups
• Share findings with third party social tools
• Mobile access including data, information and alerts
• Access per-defined external data layers
• Suggest external data layers for addition to archives
• TBD

Physicians & Clinicians
This user type will be provided all core functionality available to the general public with the addition of the 
following functions:

• More detailed registration information allowing them to provide context to their position profile, 
their institutional information, types of services provided.

• Create special groups for P&C’s
• Upload multiple Data and informational content
• Create institutional Status updates (if it is possible to get real time data of the types of prognosis's  

realtime from the institution, could be interesting)
• TBD

Educators & Researchers
This user type will be provided all core functionality available to the general public with the addition of the 
following functions:

• TBD

Policy Makers & Government Officials
• TBD

CDC
• TBD



Opportunity Outcome
We understand the current CDC environment, and we want to help build an environment where CDC can 
systematically pull in any kind of data, mine and refine it, and make it valuable and useful to CDC 
audiences. Specifically, we want to work with CDC to make their data:

• Visual
• Digestible
• Accessible
• Searchable
• Interactive
• Shareable
• Timely

The CS data visualization process is more than just making data pop or shine. That's aesthetics. 

Combine multiple data sets with other information sources into a context that creates a "sum greater than 
the total of its parts" scenario

Capture and visualization data sets and information to build narratives and histories, and use this 
understanding to drive new insights, improve decision making, strengthen

We've identified nearly 20 high-profile, high-priority focus areas that are immediately winnable with high-
impact.

Initially, to illustrate our process we will explore CDC's current food safety challenges and the way this 
interactive capability could be applied to drive new understanding and improve user awareness.

Proposed Vale to CDC
Allow CDC to leverage their rich data resources in a timely and meaningful way
Improve mission effectiveness/efficiency
Improve intelligence sharing and collaboration between stakeholders
Deliver brand promise to "prevent and protect"
Protect the American public from foreign and domestic health and safety threats.
Save money by preventing and mitigating further contamination, sickness and death.
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